Science

This term in Science we will be learning about Animals including Humans.
We will be identifying, drawing and
labelling the basic parts of the human
body and say which part of the body is
associated with each sense. We will
describe and compare the structure of
a variety of common animals.
We will also be observing weather associated with the season of Autumn.

Geography

Art and Design

In Geography we will be exploring our local
area of Bearpark. We will be recognising familiar places in our local area and use maps
to gather information. We will be locating
places and landmarks on a map. We will be
using simple fieldwork skills to study the geography of the local area We will recognise
housing types and be able to plan a route
using field work skills appropriately.

In Art we will be using the work of artists to replicate ideas and inspire our work. We will be
looking at the work of Jackson Pollock and Van
Gough. Children will be learning how to hold a
brush correctly and considering consistency
when applying paint. Children will also experiment with the amount of paint applied and develop control. We will be able to create different
portraits using a range of techniques.

History:

In History, we will be exploring toys from
today and understand some of the ways in
which we find out about the past by identifying different sources. We will learn
about toys and historical artefacts from the
past and be able to answer questions. We will
compare similar toys from different times and
compare Victorian toys with modern toys. We
will recognise how toys have changed over
time and use words relating to the passing of
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Music:
In music we will explore different sounds. We will
explore how to make, change and combine songs to
make music using percussion instruments.

Religious Education
Computing

In computing, children will understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital devices. Children will use technology safely and respectfully, keeping information private; identify where to go for help and
support about content or contact on the internet
or other online technologies.

In RE we will be looking at Christianity and
finding out what we can learn about Christianity from visiting a church. We will be
learning about what Christians believe
about God.

English

Maths

Reading


Reads simple sentences



Responds with the correct sounds to known
graphemes

This term we will be covering the following objectives:


Count to ten, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, from any given number



Count, read and write numbers to 10 in numerals and words.



Given a number, identify one more and one
less.



Identify and represent numbers using objects an pictorial representations



Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction within 10

Phonics



Children will be accessing daily Phonics sessions,
appropriate to their ability. We will be following the
Letters and Sounds scheme.

Read, write and interpret mathematical
statements involving addition, subtraction
and equal signs



Recognise and name common 2D and 3D
shapes



Count to twenty, beginning with 0 or 1, from
any given number



Count, read and write numbers to 20 in numerals and words



Blends sounds aloud when attempting to read
new words



Re-reads books to develop confidence



Use picture clues to help when reading simple
texts.

Children will be taking part in Guided Reading in
class and they will have their own home reading
book that suits their reading level to take home to
read and return to school everyday.

Writing


Compose phrases and sentences orally



Speak in sentences



Show an awareness of how full stops are used
in writing or reading



Organise writing correctly



Sequence short narratives orally and pictorially based on real and fictional experiences

Autumn Term Curriculum for
Year 1
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